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Why has FrédéFré It's not only his subtly sexy and carefree haircuts;ric
Fekkai A Year of Style works like a daybook, offering twelve chapters
filled with advice for living life more beautifully -- plus a special
design note for every day of the year. Now every woman can realize
Frédéric Fekkai's vision of comprehensive beauty with this original
handbook, helpful information to achieving a far more simple, organic,
and chic lifestyle every single day.Unlike any other beauty or style
direct, Frédé And because Fré Fré In Fré his devoted clients have come
to treasure his unerring guidance on everything from the perfect ladies
handbag to menus for amusing as much as his skill with scissors. Each
chapter explores the beauty priorities for a different month, whether
it's making a fresh start in January, reinvigorating the body and brain
in April, or celebrating the holiday time of year in December. June
gives insights on wedding beauty and grooming for men, while September
looks at the very best cuts for children and cultivating a sophisticated
yet natural career look.déric Fekkai A Year of Style acknowledges a
woman's look is continually changing with the growing season, with
fashions, and as her personal lifestyle evolves.déric Fekkai knows
design is more than what a women gets at the make-up counter or in a
salon;ric Fekkai become probably the most sought after stylists in the
world?déric believes style pertains to every aspect of your life, there
are also tips about packing for a tropical getaway, establishing a
rewarding exercise routine, and choosing the perfect holiday gift. it is
the small options she makes every day, that lipstick color to use to how
she retains her handbag.dé Throughout, you'll discover sections on such
beauty essentials as selecting the perfect pair of sunglasses and
trimming bangs between salon visits.ric Fekkai A Year of Style, he
offers a head-to-toe guide to reaching the appearance he's renowned for:
effortless elegance through the entire seasons.
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how to make your life even more relaxed, joyful, and beautiful I
purchased this book years ago based partly about Amelia T's 2006 review,
and I too still enjoy escaping . this book every couple of months. It
has put on amazingly well. FUN! The reserve is broken into weeks with a
keyword for every: January - Simplify, December - Celebrate - and the
suggestions follows this theme. I don't take the more decadent advice
too actually, but many of the daily suggestions work for all taxes
brackets: "purchase a lip balm for every handbag," "write a real letter
to a pal," "send someone flowers just for the fun of it," and "in case
you have a case of November blahs, add an urgent touch of color to your
wardrobe: a spicy, energizing coral or a delicious pale blue." (Just
what "spicy, energizing coral" make me happy--I don't need to shop!) And
I love him for quoting Gilda Radner: "I base most of my fashion taste on
what doesn't itch. I refer to it frequently as a helpful guidebook. Each
page gives a week of thoughts on how to add beauty and style to your
every day life. Among the best guides to create ever written I love this
so very much I bought several other copies and gave them to my daughter
and daughter in laws. I consult this book monthly for style ideas,
suggestions on things such as hair care (the writer is one of the top
hairdressers in the world with an award earning line of products),
makeup, clothing and lifestyle advice.The book is set up in month to
month chapters, with daily tips. I came across the book includes a
calming voice and the photographs bring tranquility into my eye. June
has bridal suggestions, summer vacation and coping with warmth and
humididty on hair and makeup as well as skin care belong to July and
August. It's an excellent compendium of points to consider. Frederic
provides style guidelines for all aspects of living - it's timeless,
classic and elegant style that's clean. Though i didnt understand the
suggestions at first and thought it really is too pretentious, in some
way a decade later ( iam today a fulltime mom with one son) the advice
is pertinent, practical and versatile for everyday lifestyle and now iam
completely understood what Fekkai intended. I enjoyed the advice about
simple pores and skin care--using pure olive oil soap for instance and
things like step by step simplified natural looking make-up. Had this
reserve in 2000 when it first came out.I've never appreciated a tip of
the day file format till this reserve. This is the only one which makes
that format worthwhile.Right now I just wish they'd bring it out on
Kindle as I'd like to take this with me on vacation, or tucked in my
purse for odd moments like looking forward to the dental practitioner or
for the bus. Lifestyle bible Love this book. Even if they don't all do
the job, you'll leave with some very nice new ideas to incorporate into
your daily life. Enjoy the month to month style tips---book is a
classic! Frederic's book is absolutely great.The photography is fabulous
too! I really wish this may be re released on the Kindle! Suggestions on
buying and arranging seasonal flowers, to adding a big piece of jewelry
to your clothing. Good publication.. it's all here.. For me it's the



book that greatest captures the French "joie de vivre" and gets actually
granular about it, so it goes beyond platitudes. This is a wonderful
book full of beauty, fashion and style tips. Instead Fekkai encourages
us to eliminate excess that done nothing for us. I know it's over ten
years old but the tips in this publication, both on life-style and
fashion sense, are great. I am not into locks or make-up but it reminds
me to slow down, enjoy the change of periods, look after myself, and
bring more pleasure and sensuality into my entire life. Very useful book
I liked this book a whole lot. I think my mom want this book! Frankly
though, at times, I found Frederic a little stuffy and ridged for my
flavor. Also, as another reader right here mentioned, some of the
recommendations might be a little impractical for someone who can't
afford pedicures and facials every week. Everytime personally i think
tired with home chores, i always go back and re read this publication.
It has many great beauty tips and a great ambiance with beautiful
images. Terrific! The book has beautiful photos and glossy paper, making
it a great gift for you or a friend! It seems boring and good sense but
somehow common sense is not so common in overly busy world. I continue
back again to this book time again and again. It's not so very much
about getting/buying products or services, it's even more about
attitude. Along with his low-essential prose, he suggests how you can
put your very best self forwards and how to pamper yourself. I
originally bought this book as something special and was so impressed, I
got a copy for myself. We would all be healthier and happier. His tips
for style are timeless Frederic's book is completely wonderful. I like
the month by month strategy. And he is a delightful and insightful
author. A beautiful information to living your daily life, day by day
This would make an excellent gift for somebody who enjoys a daily
journal. I wish he previously a salon in my hometown, I would be
considered a regular visitor! Everybody should own this book. The "you
merely better" technique. Actually enjoyed reading the every month style
ideas. Had never forgotten the book. Lately, it came to mind therefore i
was very glad I possibly could order it again. Common! Vintage, timeless
book with soothing photographs I bought book when i was just beginning
my first job following college back in 2005. Choose which tips to make
use of. Fekkai taught how exactly to apply basic manners inside our to
way of life. But what it offers you that additional books of this genre
don't is self-confidence. The seasonal format is appropriate, covering
things such as revamping makeup in the fall when you grab fall and
winter clothes or dressing up for a New Years Eve or Christmas party.
The photographs are so natural, actual girls, and the clothing nothing
sort of boring at all. Just traditional, simple and timeless just like
the reserve itself. No will need to have lists that we need to buy. I
enjoy reading about suggestions not merely about my appearance, but
methods to bring beauty into all aspects of my life. General, I think
it's an excellent investment and I would totally reccomend it for



anybody who wants a beauty and design makeover and who wants good, basic
beauty information. It has soothing effect that transports me right into
a calmer globe. This publication is a classic along with the guide to
beauty by genevive ariaux. I halted reading magazines, how exactly to
books because these two books covered the necessities. Syle for living
I've read a lot of design books and this one can be tops.Some tips will
definitely cost far too much obviously. His suggestions for style are
timeless. Even though it's filled with pictures of models and the
famous, which could end up being at cross purposes with a book for the
masses, Fekkai conveys a sincere belief that all women are beautiful.
Good I have enjoyed this book and would recommend it." In this time
around of ever-changing technology, too many cookie-cutter blogs, and
political mayhem, a reminder to celebrate summer months with a linen
shirt and a fresh lemonade may be just what we need most..
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